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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

KC Z closed down 16c for the week. This is chart I sent on the 9/07/18 weekend wire, identifying 

expected sell-stops (below $5.11) and a target for the ensuing spike lows around $4.90. 

 

This is what happened this week; the $5.11 red line moved lower, to $5.00, and the spike lows were 

down to $4.86, and then bounced. Now what? 

 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with your 

business.  My disclaimer remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions, but I 

believe you should: 1.be willing to store your wheat, 2. apply 30# of N at planting, and if it’s a wet 

spring, re-apply 30# 3. don’t sell wheat to elevators who do not post protein scales, up and down 
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Well, we know new lows will bring in new selling, so if this Friday closes below $5.00, expected new 

selling should take us below the spike lows. Big Bears would build a case for the spike low area 

becoming resistance. BUT WHAT IF…the new $5.00 red line holds? Can KC Z wheat extend this bounce?  

Let’s draw in one more feature. I’m adding a Box. More than likely, wheat bounces up into the Box, and 

fails. BUT IF the market could ever close above the Box, THEN we could say the bottom is in, and the 

world is coming for US wheat.  

 

What does the market need to make it get up through the Box?  

You guessed it. It needs a seriously improving Export Pace Scorecard. Here’s where we are currently: 

THIS 
WEEK’S 

Weekly exports 
(mil bu) 

Accumulated 
in season 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

# of weeks 
remaining 

Bu per 
week 
needed 

HRW 5,559 82.704 365.0   282.3 32 8.82 

       

HRS 3.189 87.379 295.0   207.6 32 6.49 

       

LAST 
WEEK’s 

Weekly exports Accumulated 
in season 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

# of weeks 
remaining 

Bu per 
week 
needed 

HRW 6.080 77.145 365.0   287.9 33 8.72 

       

HRS 3.480 84.189 295.0   209.86 33 6.36 

       

 

The current trend is…each week we fall a little further behind the pace needed to reach the USDA’s 

export forecasts. This trend needs to change to push wheat up through the Box. 
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This is the 11-week closing futures scorecard. New red numbers in KC and Chgo wheat show the 

Momentum Funds sold wheat this week. Corn and beans hung in there pretty well, especially 

considering this was a good harvest week. 

CLOSE KWZ18 KWH19 KWN19 CZ18 CH19 CN19 WZ18 MWZ18 MWH19 SX18 

10/26 $5.00 $5.27 $5.49 $3.68 $3.80 $3.94 $5.05 $5.78 $5.86 $8.45 

10/19 $5.16 $5.41 $5.60 $3.67 $3.80 $3.93 $5.15 $5.89 $5.99 $8.57 

10/12 $5.24 $5.48 $5.67 $3.74 $3.86 $3.98 $5.17 $5.96 $6.02 $8.68 

10/05 $5.24 $5.47 $5.64 $3.68 $3.80 $3.92 $5.21 $5.91 $6.04 $8.69 

09/28 $5.11 $5.35 $5.50 $3.56 $3.68 $3.81 $5.09 $5.73 $5.87 $8.46 

09/21 $5.25 $5.49 $5.61 $3.57 $3.69 $3.83 $5.22 $5.83 $5.98 $8.47 

09/14 $5.16 $5.37 $5.53 $3.52 $3.64 $3.78 $5.12 $5.72 $5.88 $8.31 

09/07 $5.15 $5.36 $5.48 $3.67 $3.79 $3.93 $5.11 $5.70 $5.87 $8.44 

08/31 $5.53 $5.75 $5.81 $3.65 $3.77 $3.91 $5.46 $5.99 $6.14 $8.44 

08/24 $5.47 $5.70 $5.80 $3.63 $3.75 $3.88 $5.37 $5.90 $6.06 $8.55 

08/17 $5.92 $6.16 $6.17 $3.79 $3.91 $4.04 $5.80 $6.25 $6.40 $8.93 

The forecast indicates this week should be as good, so bean and corn closes Friday will be meaningful. 
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Here’s the Z corn chart, with a blue line at $3.79, and red line at $3.52: 

 

Looking back at the closing futures table, we see the 8/17 week will be rolling off the table, which means 

the new blue line for Z corn will be a little lower (easier to reach?), down to $3.74, and this is a Z corn 

chart with that blue line instead: 

 

I think this week will be an important week for Z corn. 
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Nov beans, shown here with a red line at $8.31 and a blue line at $8.93… 

 

similarly, would see a new much lower blue line, down to $8.69. That’s a big drop. Unfortunately, this is 

the last week we look at Nov 18 beans. The table will show Jan 19 beans instead, which are about 13c 

more (carrying charge market) and it will be interesting to see if beans act like wheat, sinking to where 

the old lead month goes off the board. That would be my expectation. 

Speaking of beans, corn, and wheat…here’s the Rabbit Hole Scorecard, and I added a Sept spring wheat 

column, as in North Dakota especially, a producer might very well have the choice of planting spring 

wheat, beans, and/or corn in the spring. Theoretically he could plant winter wheat, although with KC N a 

buck fifty or more discount to Minny U, I’m pretty sure that didn’t happen this fall. 

 

As winter wheat planting is basically finished, we’ll revisit this scorecard only periodically until  the 

spring when it’s important again, and by then, I will have some historical research finished to go with it. 

 

The Wheat Export Pace scorecard didn’t show a good reason to expect a better Gulf Bid Scorecard, and 

the posted bids are as expected… 

KC N19 Corn Z19 Beans X19 KC - corn beans - KC Beans - corn MGEX U19 beans - MGEX

10/26/2018 5.49$      4.03$      9.10$      1.46$     3.61$        5.07$         6.09$      3.01$            

10/19/2018 5.60$      4.00$      9.18$      1.60$     3.58$        5.18$         6.17$      3.01$            

10/12/2018 5.67$      4.05$      9.32$      1.62$     3.65$        5.27$         6.19$      3.13$            

10/5/2018 5.64$      4.01$      9.35$      1.63$     3.71$        5.34$         6.22$      3.13$            

9/28/2018 5.50$      3.91$      9.12$      1.59$     3.62$        5.21$         6.09$      3.03$            

9/21/2018 5.61$      3.94$      9.13$      1.67$     3.52$        5.19$         6.16$      2.97$            

9/14/2018 5.53$      3.90$      8.92$      1.63$     3.39$        5.02$         6.10$      2.82$            

9/7/2018 5.48$      3.97$      8.99$      1.51$     3.51$        5.02$         6.09$      2.90$            

8/31/2018 5.81$      3.95$      8.98$      1.86$     3.17$        5.03$         6.26$      2.72$            

8/24/2018 5.80$      3.93$      9.00$      1.87$     3.20$        5.07$         6.22$      2.78$            

8/17/2018 5.97$      4.05$      9.29$      1.92$     3.32$        5.24$         6.48$      2.81$            
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although I’m still seeing about a 25c premium for a “Nov/Dec” package. Next week we should see what 

spot Nov by itself is bid. I frankly would not be surprised to see spot Nov gravitate to the +120, rather 

than the +145 for the Nov/Dec package, BUT we’ll see. I believe the bids will tell us whether or not the 

export pace is finally picking up. 

Posted cash bids mainly just followed the futures lower, although we see a couple spots a nickel better, 

which gives hope that the bids next week at the Gulf for Nov will indeed be better. 

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

10/26 $4.30-$4.55 $4.45 $4.35-$4.45 $4.30-$4.45 $4.55-$4.60 

10/19 $4.45-$4.70 $4.56 $4.51-$4.51 $4.41-$4.61 $4.71-$4.71 

10/12 $4.54-$4.79 $4.64 $4.59-$4.59 $4.49-$4.69 $4.69-$4.69 

10/05 $4.54-$4.79 $4.64 $4.59-$4.59 $4.46-$4.61 $4.69-$4.69 

09/28 $4.41-$4.66 $4.41 $4.46-$4.46 $4.33-$4.48 $4.41-$4.51 

BASIS(Z) SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

10/26 -70, -45 -55 -65, -55 -70, -55 -45, -40 

10/19 -70, -45 -60 -65, -65 -75, -55 -45, -45 

10/12 -70, -45 -60 -65, -65 -75, -55 -55, -55 

10/05 -70, -45 -60 -65, -65 -78, -63 -55, -55 

09/28 -70, -45 -70 -65, -65 -78, -63 -70, -60 

Date Concordia Salina Hutchinson Wichita Ark City 

10/26 -45 -35, -35 -41, -35 -28, -25 -27 

10/19 -45 -40, -40 -41, -35 -28, -25 -27 

10/12 -45 -45, -40 -41, -35 -30, -25 -27 

10/05 -45 -45, -40 -41, -35 -30, -25 -27 

09/28 -45 -45, -40 -41, -35 -34, -25 -27 

 

GULF

date 12 pro ords diff

10/26/2018 120 110 10

10/19/2018 120 110 10

10/12/2018 120 107 13

10/5/2018 120 107 13

9/28/2018 117 106 11

9/21/2018 117 105 12

9/14/2018 120 105 15

9/7/2018 124 84 40

8/31/2018 95 60 35 Z
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One thing we don’t really track very well that affects these posted bids is the price of freight. We always 

just assume freight cars are “free”, and that’s not the truth, as the big trains for the Gulf, or PNW, do 

have a cost, as they are traded on a secondary market, which goes up, and it goes down. One of the 

reasons we don’t track it is the freight market is not generally published. 

This article indicates CHS will have to re-state their previous 4 years of earnings, as there were some 

shenanigans in their freight department, maybe to the tune of $190 million. (!!) 

http://www.startribune.com/chs-discovers-fraud-by-employee-that-led-to-overstated-

profits/498699021/ 

 

I’m also working on possibly re-tooling my boilerplate. The discussion we had a couple weeks ago about 

fertilizer application has led me to believe that my “apply 30# of N at planting, and if it’s a wet spring, 

re-apply 30#” barely scratches the surface of reality, keeping in mind my belief is producing 12% protein 

HRW is achievable every year. 

This data is from Plains Grain, Inc. It shows NIR protein content, on a 12% moisture basis, of certain 

“grain sheds”: 

 

In a perfect world, protein premiums would be paid as an incentive to produce higher protein content, 

but my fear is one day we may not see significant protein premiums posted openly, but we most 

certainly would see significant protein discounts.  

What were the clues that 2016/17 and 2017/18 would see back-to-back years of low protein content? 

What could have been done to prevent it? Would it have been worth it? 

Lots of questions…not many answers, yet. “And meanwhile, I’m still thinking… “ 

Have a good week! Let’s see how the markets handle last week’s spike lows, and corn and bean harvest 

entering the final stages. Sunday night opened better. Should be interesting. 

 

protein

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19

KO4 13.3 14.1 13.3 13.9 12.3 11.3 11.4 13.0

KO6 12.0 11.9 14.5 14.1 12.5 11.3 11.6 12.7

CO3 11.4 12.1 14.0 12.4 11.3 10.6 10.6 11.4

O06 13.6 12.1 12.6 14.8 12.9 11.6 10.4 12.9

AVG 12.6 12.6 13.6 13.8 12.3 11.2 11.0 12.5
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